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About This Game

太陽の塩 - A Sun Of Salt

Unravel the mystery, the horror, and the people aboard your ship as captain of a small crew on a lifelong mission into the
unknown.

Game Features:

Visual novel gameplay.

Get to know an evolving cast of characters.

Take part in a dramatic sci-fi tale that can turn from romance to horror in an instant.

Unravel the true nature of your mission.

Experience love, death, or friendship in branching paths that lead to one of 4 endings.

Get a small glimpse into the mind of your crew with experimental technology.
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Nice!!! Had no motion sickness with the riding whatsoever, and liked the feeling of scale. Looking forward to the full game!.
To this date still the best zombie killing driving simulator. Try it.. fun game but it crashes!. I highly recommend this aircraft!
She is a beauty, easy to fly, has character and a rich history. Sounds lovely too. On sale or not, this is a fine plane to add to the
hanger :). ....Whyyyyyyy?
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It was a good concept until you see the flaws. No auto trader option makes me have to do work.I don't appreciate work or that
fact that I have to perform it. I also have a problem with the time speeding up thing. If you don't go to church and take a bath
every day, then you get♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by the locals. When you speed up the game by 1 month a second, it will destroy you.. After
the devs fixed the issue, changed my vote back to a thumbs up.. I just found this game and its on sale. I bought the soundtrack
because it was only 50 more cents. The game is very peaceful and relaxing. The visuals are really nice and the music is great.
The only issue I have is the moving. Sometimes when i turn the camera it won't turn but it a slight problem nothing major..
Highly disappointed with this game. Not only is it quite buggy, but the mouse sensitity can't be changed and it is permanently on
high, meaning the slightest move of the mouse means you turn drastically - precision is right out the window. "Press E to
interact with everything" except for several things, "Press L to use Lighter" that doesn't work - one big frustrating mess..
Personal Rating: Not my preferred genre, bought on discount.
Classic Rating: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606

A game which resembles the famous "Angry Birds", with a nice setting - spaaaaaaace! - and characters - badgers.
I've almost reached the end and i've collected all the "Energy Cores" so far (Stage 4 - Level 80 or something), so the game is not
too difficult even if some levels require a millimetric precision to complete them.
There's not much else to say about Gravity Badgers, can be fun and undemanding but don't expect too much from it.. Strike
Solitaire is a very interesting Solitaire game. You have to match cards based on numbers. Example: two 10s two 5s,etc...
Relaxing game play. 10\/10.. Crazy N fun
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